
From Categorical Analysis of 
Proportional data using 

ANOVA to continuous analysis 
using logistic mixed models:  

A journey...



My Data..
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Disfluency Class Effect By participants By items Min F'

df F1 MSe df F2 df Min F'

Any Disfluency Frequency 1,23 24.08 *** 0.0137 1,52 10.8 ** 1,75 7.56 **

Name Agreement 1,23 37.55 *** 0.0128 1,52 14.96 *** 1,75 10.69 **

Frequency x Name Agreement 1,23 21.39 *** 0.0068 1,52 4.76 * 1,72 3.9 *



My Data..
Items are assigned into categories based 
on frequency and H 
Both frequency and H are continuous 
variables
While category means are matched, items 
possess a range of  values for both 
frequency and H



My Problem...

ANOVA is not an appropriate statistical test for 
analysing proportionate data
they assume homogenaeity of  variance

confidence intervals can extend beyond interpretable values of  0 and 1

ANOVA tests differences between means given the 
sample variance for categorical conditions
If  we have data associated with continuous variables, surely a regression 
model that utilises this information would be more appropriate



Problems with ANOVA

As Jaeger (in press) showed, for binomially 
distributed outcomes, the variance of  a sample 
proportion is a function of  the proportion itself

Thus binomial data will never maintain a 
homogenaeity of  variance as required by ANOVA

Even performing an ANOVA on transformed 
data (e.g., an arcsine transform) only provides an 
approximation that breaks down at proportions 
close to 0 or 1.

Using an ANOVA on proportional data may 
affect the validity of  the results, and lead to the 
observation of  spurious effects



So why a logit mixed model?

Probability, p, is the chance given all possible outcomes
p(m given n alternative equally likely outcomes) = m/(m+n)

Odds is the chance given all alternative outcomes
odds(m given n alternative equally likely outcomes) = m/(n)

odds(p) = p/(1-p)         p(odds) = odds/(1+odds)

Probabilities vary 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, with equally likely outcome, p = .5

Odds vary 0 ≤ Odds ≤ ∝, with equally likely outcome, Odds = 1

This is useful because by taking the log of  odds
we can can turn the model into a linear function
where:   ∝ ≤ ln(odds) ≤ ∝
with equally likely outcome, ln(odds) = 0

This allows us to accurately apply GLM
to binomial distributions 

The probability of guessing 
the correct day of the week:

p(day) = 1/7 = 0.143

The odds of guessing the 
correct day of the week:

odds(day) = 1/6 = 0.167 



So why a logit mixed model?

logistic regressions (logit models) are a form of  generalised linear model 
(GLM) that allows us to estimate the contribution of  different factors to the 
probability associated with a given event.

They allow us to determine the strength and direction of  effect of  different 
factors upon a given dataset.

count ~ cod*freq

However, they do not allow us to model the influence of  random effects, 
which are important for us as psychologists to take into account when 
attempting to generalise from a given subset of  participant and items

Mixed models allow us to include both fixed effects and random effects 
within the model function:

count ~ cod*freq + (1|subject) + (1|item)

Random variation associated with both subjects and items can be accounted 
for within a single model



Lets go to an example....
Data: e4a_dis
Models:
e4a_dis.null: count ~ 1 + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.c: count ~ cod + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.cf: count ~ cod + freq + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.cxf: count ~ cod * freq + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
             Df     AIC     BIC  logLik   Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
e4a_dis.null  3 1163.48 1179.03 -578.74                          
e4a_dis.c     4 1154.61 1175.34 -573.30 10.8685      1  0.0009782  ***
e4a_dis.cf    5 1146.32 1172.23 -568.16 10.2908      1  0.0013369  **
e4a_dis.cxf   6 1145.84 1176.94 -566.92  2.4737      1  0.1157635
 

Generalized linear mixed model fit using Laplace 
Formula: count ~ cod + freq + (1 | subject) + (1 | item) 
   Data: e4a_dis 
 Family: binomial(logit link)
  AIC  BIC logLik deviance
 1146 1172 -568.2     1136
Random effects:
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev.
 item    (Intercept) 0.65999  0.8124  
 subject (Intercept) 0.20976  0.4580  
number of obs: 1317, groups: item, 56; subject, 24

Estimated scale (compare to  1 )  0.9290528 

Fixed effects:
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)  -2.7769     0.2699 -10.289  < 2e-16 ***
codLo         1.0397     0.2741   3.793 0.000149 ***
freqLo        0.9143     0.2739   3.338 0.000843 ***
---

best fit model with lest degrees of freedom

adding interaction does not 
significantly improve model

provides both the magnitude and direction of 
each fixed effect

• magnitude in odds can be calculated by 
exp(estimate)

• speakers are exp(1.0397) = 2.83 times 
more likely to  be disfluent preceding 
low codability words

• speakers are exp(0.9143) = 2.49 times 
more likely to  be disfluent preceding 
low frequency words



Lets go to an example....

We can also model random variation in slope (as well as intercept), by 
including factors in the random effects term:

e.g., different speakers may have differing internal representations of  
codability for particular items - some people may always call a couch a couch and have 
never heard the word sofa

This can be modelled by adding h into the by-subjects random effect term:

count ~ cod*freq + (1 + h|subject) + (1|item)



Lets go to an example....
Data: e4a_dis
Models:
e4a_dis.cf: count ~ cod + freq + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.cf.c: count ~ cod + freq + (1 + cod | subject) + (1 | item)
             Df     AIC     BIC  logLik  Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
e4a_dis.cf    5 1146.32 1172.23 -568.16                         
e4a_dis.cf.c  7 1149.54 1185.82 -567.77 0.7788      2     0.6775

 

Generalized linear mixed model fit using Laplace 
Formula: count ~ cod + freq + (1 + cod | subject) + (1 | 
item) 
   Data: e4a_dis 
 Family: binomial(logit link)
  AIC  BIC logLik deviance
 1150 1186 -567.8     1136
Random effects:
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr   
 item    (Intercept) 0.66805  0.81734         
 subject (Intercept) 0.26777  0.51747         
         codLo       0.17605  0.41958  -0.470 
number of obs: 1317, groups: item, 56; subject, 24

Estimated scale (compare to  1 )  0.919717 

Fixed effects:
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)  -2.8037     0.2758 -10.167  < 2e-16 ***
codLo         1.0549     0.2890   3.650 0.000262 ***
freqLo        0.9209     0.2752   3.346 0.000819 ***

adding codability as a random 
effect does not improve the fit of 

the model

Even with codability included as a 
random effect, both fixed effects remain 
significant  

random variation in codability between 
subjects does not explain a very large 
overall proportion of the variance



But what about continuous variables?

As mention previously, while I assigned items into categories based on their 
frequency and codability, these properties are continuous, and are not discrete

We can perform the same analyses, except using continuous variables for H and 
Log Frequency for each item

This will allow us to develop a model that provides a closer fit to the actual 
variation in the lexical properties we are interested in

count ~ h*log(fcpm) + (1|subject) + (1|item)



But what about continuous variables?
Data: e4a_dis
Models:
e4a_dis.null: count ~ 1 + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.h: count ~ h + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.hlogf: count ~ h + log(fcpm) + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
e4a_dis.hxlogf: count ~ h * log(fcpm) + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)
               Df     AIC     BIC  logLik   Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)    
e4a_dis.null    3 1163.48 1179.03 -578.74                              
e4a_dis.h       4 1154.44 1175.17 -573.22 11.0383      1  0.0008925 ***
e4a_dis.hlogf   5 1144.45 1170.36 -567.22 11.9886      1  0.0005353 ***
e4a_dis.hxlogf  6 1144.69 1175.79 -566.35  1.7556      1  0.1851792    

Generalized linear mixed model fit using Laplace 
Formula: count ~ h + log(fcpm) + (1 | subject) + (1 | item) 
   Data: e4a_dis 
 Family: binomial(logit link)
  AIC  BIC logLik deviance
 1144 1170 -567.2     1134
Random effects:
 Groups  Name        Variance Std.Dev.
 item    (Intercept) 0.61905  0.78680 
 subject (Intercept) 0.20850  0.45661 
number of obs: 1317, groups: item, 56; subject, 24

Estimated scale (compare to  1 )  0.9290425 

Fixed effects:
            Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept) -1.53137    0.29308  -5.225 1.74e-07 ***
h            0.61411    0.16206   3.789 0.000151 ***
log(fcpm)   -0.27089    0.07405  -3.658 0.000254 ***
---

best fit model with lest degrees of freedom

adding interaction does not 
significantly improve model

• Magnitude is not for each unit of  the 
fixed effect

• speakers are exp(.614) = 1.85 times 
more likely to  be disfluent for each unit 
increase in H

• speakers are exp(-.271) = 0.76 times as 
likely to  be disfluent for each unit 
increase in log frequency



But what about continuous variables?
But we can take this further, because as we are now working with continuous 
variables, we can use this information in the model to make new predictions for 
values of  our variables (H and log F) outside of  the ranges that we have 
examined
By transforming our log odds scores 
back into probabilities, we can 
examine the (theoretical) relationship 
between codability (here) and the 
probability of  being disfluent

Here we show two probability curves 
varying with H for what are classed as 
our low and high frequency groups



But what about continuous variables?
And beyond this we can even model a 3-dimensional “probability surface” of  
disfluency given the frequency and codability of  different words!



Woo-hoo!! Now ain’t that cool!!

The End.


